Show Bulletin III

Superb Revival
Hope and Deliverance as exhibitors and
buyers make up for lost time
All activities at the 53rd IHGF Delhi Fair
collectively point towards common sentiments
of reassurance, optimism, happiness courage
and most importantly, resilience.
Patronized by the international sourcing
community, this globally acclaimed IHGF Delhi
Fair is heading towards the culmination of its
53rd edition. Setting a new order for sourcing,
the platform gathered an overwhelming
response with visits from several overseas buyers
from many countries as well as buying agents
and domestic volume retail buyers from within
India to the 2500+ exhibitors from India.
The past four days have seen a sourcing business
pitch that has uplifted the morale of exhibitors,
buyers, organisers and all other stakeholders.
While travel restrictions eased just before the fair
started, the buyer turnout and attitude have
encouraged both regular and first time exhibitors
including new enterprises that have just ventured
into this sector. Buyers are happy at being "able
to get on a plane, travel and land up for inperson connections while being able to see that
everyone is okay." Some buyers have shared that
the pandemic gave them the time to reassess
business propositions, focus on new product
developments with suppliers and seek out new
businesses on IHGF virtual shows that many have
already met at this fair. "Seeing is believing," some
say but also agree that in the absence of physical
shows, they could stay in touch due to
technology.

Buyers are also welcoming the evolution of IHGF
Delhi Fair with inclusion of a good variety of
suppliers, from artisans and small entrepreneurs
to the big players as well as awarded designers
who have displayed their latest collections and
innovations in the theme areas.
Theme Pavilions at the fair showcasing NER, J&K,
Rajasthan and first time entrant - Ladakh have
offered many cultural influences, rare heritage
and artisanal wares to the international visitors.
Seminars by leading industry professionals and
international consultants topics relevant to the
present times and market conditions, were well
presented and attended. Ramp Shows taking
place in daily sequences featured artisanal
apparel, jewellery and fashion accessories.

Seminar: 3rd April 2022; 12:00 Noon
Important lessons from the Pandemic:
Indian furniture Business
Speaker: Sandeep Sanan
Display Awards and Closing
Ceremony at Activity area in front of Hall
No. 9 India Expo Centre & Mart
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Awards for Display and Design
at 53rd IHGF Delhi Fair

Activity Area in front of Hall No. 9

The following are the winners of the Ajai Shankar Memorial Awards, P N Suri Memorial Awards and Special Category
Awards for Best Display and Design.

Ajai Shankar Memorial Awards

P N Suri Memorial Awards

LAMP LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES

HOUSEWARE, TABLE,
KITCHENWARE AND HOTELWARE

GOLD

SILVER

GOLD

Hall 10, G-07/17 - Adharv International
Hall 5, E-12/05 - Citicrafts Corporation

Hall 3, E-07/01 - R H Collection India

SILVER

HOME, TEXTILES, FURNISHING & FLOOR COVERINGS
GOLD

SILVER

Hall 10, G-05/22 - Destiny Creations Pvt. Ltd.

FURNITURE, FURNITURE
HARDWARE & HOME ACCESSORIES
GOLD
Hall 4, F-07/15 - Alpha Corporation

Hall 6, F-12/11 - Seen Unseen

CHRISTMAS DECORATIVE AND FESTIVE DECOR
GOLD

SILVER
Hall 14, H-02/12 - R.R. Overseas
SILVER

Hall 2, F-02/13 - Simran Export Inc.

Hall 2, F-01/17 - The Surya Exports
Hall 14, H-01/18 - Lariya Art Palace Pvt. Ltd.

FASHION JEWELLERY & ACCESSORIES
GOLD

SILVER

Special Category Award
SUSTAINABLE CRAFTS

We regret the stand picture is missing as photographer
reached the stand after Fair hours and it was already sealed.

Hall 1, E-03/06 - DWS Jewellery Pvt. Ltd.
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Hall 3, E-07/12 - Patodia Organics LLP

Hall 15, H-05/01 - Bonafide Exports

India.Curated for the World
Future ready: ExpoBazaar prospects and rewards
attract many: exporters and manufacturers
To join-in or to find out more
excited to get on-board
log on to expobazaar.com or call +91-9999236670
Ratan Group is India's reputed
manufacturer and exporter of
garments, textiles, home furnishing,
and paper products. Together our
divisions offer customers a diverse and
ever-expanding array of products. We
found the process of becoming selling
partners with ExpoBazaar to be quite
easy and intriguing. The platform is
empowering businesses worldwide. Moreover, we feel a special
sense of connection with ExpoBazaar being one of the consignees
from its first batch of shipped merchandise. One of the key benefits
of the e-marketplace is that it enables businesses to offer their
items to customers worldwide without being restricted to their
local area. Gaurav Jain, Ratan Group

Through constant efforts with my team,
we have employed over 30,000 artisans
from 75 villages, working in Thar region
of Rajasthan. ExpoBazaar is a great
platform for women artisans as it enables
them to showcase their skillfully crafted
products to international markets from
the comfort of home. The onboarding
process has been extremely smooth for
me as the team answered each and every question I had about the
e-marketplace with extreme patience. The platform is not only great
for women artisans but the entire artisan community, as a global
wholesale platform was much needed. Earlier it was impossible for
us to imagine that our handicrafts would reach international markets,
but now, with ExpoBazaar, it will be. Ruma Devi

Exmart International is a manufacturer
and exporter of products such as home
décor, seasonal décor, home textiles,
and more. Our business has established
itself as a leading export brand in the
industry. ExpoBazaar has provided us
with a global wholesale platform, which
has halved our work when it comes to
product promotion and marketing. In
terms of logistics, the supply chain management system ensured
timely delivery of our products, safety based on the fragility of the
products, and complete assistance whenever we had any
fulfillment-related queries. The team provided us with considerable
assistance with internal processes such as sign-up, account
registration, and product catalogue construction, which greatly
facilitated our onboarding process.
Rajesh Jain, Exmart International

Since 1996 we have emerged as reputed
manufacturer exporters of a host of
handicraft items comprising furniture,
home décor, wall art, accessories, lighting,
and more. Onboarding as a selling partner
with ExpoBazaar has been amazing, as the
skilled team has guided and assisted us
along the process. The just-in-time
shipping model, in our opinion, is a
ground-breaking aspect for us, as it will ensure timely delivery, and
will play a key role in the shipping and logistics process of our
merchandise. Additionally, we applaud India Exposition Mart's
remarkable commitment to empower businesses and advance India's
illustrious cultural tradition by promoting India-curated merchandise
all over the world. Nadeem Hussain, Marque Impex Pvt. Ltd.

Pahadi Haat is a brand that showcases
products handcrafted in the Pahadi
communities and women-oriented selfhelp groups essentially originating
from the hills of Uttrakhand. I am also
directing Antarkranti's Prisoner
Reformation and Rehabilitation
Program. Learning about ExpoBazaar
has been exhilarating for me. We've
been making efforts to empower communities in their livelihood,
making sure that the traditional knowledge of quality products is
not lost in the wave of commercialization. ExpoBazaar will be a great
boost to our philosophy and the efforts that we've been making
so far. It's a wonderful thought and the products showcased on
the platform possess a spirit of 'Indianness', yet have a global
appeal. Jaya Bharti, Pahadi Haat

Gulati Exports has a legacy of over 40
years in the exporting business for home
décor and handicrafts with extensive
experience in working with metal, wood,
natural fiber, marble, and leather. India
Exposition Mart has a strong 2 decade
long legacy and experience, and
ExpoBazaar is building on it to showcase
exquisite Indian merchandise to global
markets at the click of a button - a very proactive step in the correct
direction. Since the e-platform curates products for international
markets from Indian seller partners, we receive immediate feedback
and understanding of the current trends in the market, bringing our
business up to pace with the world. We are excited to work with this
platform and the professional team, as it will not just have a positive
impact on the growth of our business, but also provide Indian
craftspeople across the industry with the exposure they deserve.
Vividh Gulati, Gulati Exports
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Exhibitors share their experiences
As business gets back on its feet with the resumption of physical shows, this edition of the fair saw the beginning
of in-person interactions between EPCH member exhibitors and trade visitors. Exhibitors at the show cater to a
varied buyer demographic. Many first time participants too are reaping benefits of this platform and have their
intentions clear on returning for future editions. Some thoughts and experiences follow:
A platform where we can create our own connections
Karan Jaidka, Houseful Exports, New Delhi
This is our first
time at the fair
and it has been
good. We are
just looking for
contacts. Our
parent company
of handlooms,
carpets
and
related products
is handled by
our father who has done EPCH shows since 12 years. We do bedsheets,
cushions carpets, scarves, jackets, etc. Our products are based on a lot of
styling. We weren't expecting many buyers but we managed to make
connections with a few. Our business didn't see any changes even after
the pandemic as our existing buyers were placing orders with us
throughout that period. EPCH have taken the initiative to get the buyers
and hold a physical fair which is really worth appreciation.

Participating in this fair always has its share of gains
Jaswant Singh Meel, Hastakala, Jaipur
IHGF has proved to be a big
platform for small businesses
that get amazing international
exposure. When we come
here we get to know the
trends better, competition
aside, looking at other
people's hard work there is
always scope for inspiration.
We started our furniture
business in Jaipur 25 years
ago, rooted in Indian heritage
while innovatively in tune with
the future. Ours is a legacy of
wood
craftsmanship,
responsible sourcing and
thoughtful designing. We
have a unit of more than 200
men and women. Our work involves 80% handcrafting, leaving only 20%
for manual machine work. Post pandemic, the American market helped
us revive our export business. Currently, freight container charges have
exponentially increased, so business will take time to gain stability.

Maiden participation,
lot of enquiries
Anil Jain, Eco Leatherette,
New Delhi
We do notepads, stationary,
desktop organisers and cases.
We
have
our
own
manufacturing unit of around
100 people in Delhi. We began
in 1996 with exports but since
2012 started focusing on the
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domestic market. After a decade we are again back with exports. We
have launched this collection - care culture and creative reset and
microbiology. Our products are made from cotton rags, we don't use
plastic or animal skin and for the pages we use the most processed form
of handmade paper. This is my first time at IHGF, and we had a lot of
enquiries from buyers and buying agencies. So we are expecting this
business to bloom.

Fair instrumental in understanding buyers and markets
Neetu Singh, SINI Designs Pvt. Ltd., Noida
I am participating in
EPCH exhibitions since
October 2011, around
the same time when I
started my business.
EPCH has given us this
platform where buyers
from across the globe
come and give us
opportunity to explore
market prospects. These
exhibitions are fruitful for
all of us, whether one is
a newcomer or an established exporter. Here, we can interact with
international buyers, understand their need and requirement, latest trends
and then we work on it. I can see in this exhibition that buyers are coming
back after the pandemic and I am hoping that within few months EPCH
will be able to organise a fair like this once again. EPCH's initiative to
bring small artisans, big exporters and buyers all under one roof is
commendable because they've put a lot of efforts in helping artisans and
exporters. They have gone out of their way for artisans across India which
according to me is the best part. I've brought mostly spring collection for
resort wear, garments and accessories like scarves. Post-covid, we are
working according to the demands of the current scenario that will
complement the work-from-home culture and sustainable ideology. For
the last two years, economically everyone has faced many problems so
we must focus on the price range. We cannot be extravagant. The price
is also a main concern to cater to the world market. I'm sure we are going
to break the ceiling once again!

Got appreciation and enquiries
Kavita Jajodia, Balona Euresia, Kolkata
We are into hand painted
leather bags and among our
new collection, we have a
'dragon' line. A lot of effort has
gone into its 3D print. We have
been participating in IHGF
since 10 years. We are catering
to the USA and Europe. The
pandemic affects us as we were
not able to get new orders,
participate in fairs but overall it was okay. We attended the IHGF virtual
fair but importance of physical fairs cannot be undermined. Meeting
and seeing co-exhibitors has its own charm. This is a great platform as
we get to see a range of products here and get an idea of the international
and domestic market. We have got enquiries. People are coming in and
appreciating the hand painted work.

Regional Crafts promote cultures

New Age materials find favour

Buyers in good numbers have
already visited the fair during the
first four days and shared their
interest in placing orders with their
regular and new exhibitors at the
fair. Many have also shown interest
in product innovations and new
product
ideas.
They
have
appreciated the organisers for all
Raj K Malhotra
arrangements and norms observed
Chairman, EPCH
at the fair. Regional theme pavilions
have garnered their share of visitor attention too. Theme of
Sustainability has attracted many trade visitors.

Our product detailing and
IHGF participation have
helped us grow
Neelima
Rao,
Designs, Faridabad

Adhya

We started this business 10 years
ago to bring design intervention
to crafts so that they suit
modern sensibilities. We believe
in work detailing and that's what we highlight in our products. We are a
team of 120 people along with other artist communities that we work
with, for example the Jaipur artisans to craft semi-precious stones, sheet
metal artisans, the 'thatheras' of Rewari, etc. Every detailing is individually
handcrafted and welded manually. The whole beauty of Indian crafts is
what quality, detailing and delicacy you can bring out in a finished piece.
With 80% exports to countries USA, UK and Europe, participation here
over the years has definitely helped our business.

A level playing field for everyone
to showcase their best
Priyank Gupta, Gupta Glass House,
Firozabad
We deal in glassware, chandeliers, table
tops and other glass items. We have mosaic,
cut glass and double coated glass as well.
We have brought the best of our work here.
Our association with IHGF goes to 1996.
With the number of exhibitors increasing,
there is increase in competition too. For the
first three months of the pandemic, I was
at home but then I started communicating
with my buyers, developed new items and
started sharing samples virtually. In later
2020, business started accelerating. I've received some enquiries. With
this fair, EPCH is providing a platform for everyone to showcase their
skills on a level playing field. Now it's entirely on the exhibitors on how
they communicate with the buyers and deliver the requisites.

Introduced new designs,
buyer footfall good
Shivendra, Daksh Arts, Jaipur
Jaipur,,
Rajasthan
We are into lights and have
introduced a new range this time
as well. We are mostly known for
our finishes that are done by
experts and designers. We do
rustic, vintage finishes and our

Dr. Rakesh Kumar
Director General, EPCH
and Chairman,
IEML

All present and past exhibiting
companies have contributed to and
benefited from this event that has seen
almost 53 successful editions. Buyers
across the globe identify this event as
a one point authentic resource for
India's craft based products and 'new
age materials' as they call it now.
Regular visitors know how this fair
has been refined over the years to
make it one of the best rated and
much awaited ultimate sourcing
destinations among overseas buyers.

collection is very French, tuned for exports to Europe. We have been
participating in IHGF since 2006. We weren't affected by the pandemic
but a physical fair is always important. In the virtual mode, the buyer can
see the product but they cannot feel them. Even after the pandemic, the
buyer footfall is good.

New exporter, learning a lot, gaining confidence
Sparshi Bansal, Achyutam International, Moradabad
This is my first time at
the fair and I am quite
satisfied and excited. I've
got enquiries from the
USA, UK, Australia and
Canada. My business is
about concrete and
marble furniture &
accessories and wax
products. It's all in-house
manufacturing. We
have candles, bookends,
side tables, decor items
and more, in trendy light
pastels that buyers are liking. I started this business in 2021. For the first
year, I was approaching the buying agencies on my own. From January
2022, I started my export business as well. Before that I was only into
manufacturing. My expectation from this fair is to get more work. I am
learning a lot. It's been a great experience. The EPCH team encouraged
me to come and put up my stall here. I was quite nervous but standing
here right now, is a completely different experience.

Hope the show continues in this mode
Umar Sharif, A D International, Moradabad
Our business was affected.
It felt like getting stuck in
that pandemic timeline.
We changed our business
model to suit the virtual
mode and moved with the
flow. We also did our
research and brought out
new products, themes and
colours.Our product line
includes lamps and candle
holders and we are just starting with tables. We use iron, aluminum,
wood, and marble. My expectations are high from this edition. Some of
our products have delicate weaving on them that are totally handmade
and handwoven. The physical show is better. Our buyers, mostly from UK
and USA, can feel the products and understand the dimensions better. I
hope there's no break after this fair, it keeps the business going.
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Here size doesn’t
matter for buyers,
only product does
Faizan, Zifts creation,
Moradabad
We deal in lighting,
furniture, glass art ware,
lanterns, Christmas decor
and more of such products
made of iron, aluminum
and brass. This is our first
time at the fair physically. The experience is good, buyers are coming in,
selecting products and making enquiries. We have received a Spanish
buyer and a Saudi buyer video called us through their agent. We started
this business two years before the pandemic in 2018. We were able to
grow even during the pandemic through the virtual fairs. We worked
through the pandemic and that covered our losses. EPCH has given all
the artisans and exhibitors a common platform. Buyers don't care if you
are a big exhibitor or small, they care about the product.

Also did EPCH virtual shows but physical presence helps
J.K. Daniel, The East India Natural Goods Co., Kolkata
We are participating here
since the last two
decades. Virtual fairs did
not have the same impact
but they did serve a
purpose during that time.
Not meeting buyers
physically, affected the
business badly. We do
have regular buyers but
meeting new ones keep the momentum up. We work with natural
products and bring out jute & cotton bags. We have a dedicated team of
artisans who create beautiful designs. I am looking forward to meeting
new buyers and seeing their response to our product line.

This fair in a big size is a very
bold move by EPCH, so we
are encouraged towards
normalcy. We have stayed
busy in Covid times by
working on designs and
finding the way ahead. We
have been very careful
about how we could
present concepts even
without the trade shows.
Very interestingly we also
picked up a lot of buyers
online through the IHGF
virtual shows. We were skeptical at first, but the opening order was for
70,000 dollars. Yesterday we almost closed our order expectations for
this edition; we have settled deals with clients from Europe and the US.

Best experience so far
Mohd. Rashid, Maple Arts India, Saharanpur
I've been associated with
IHGF since 2006 and it has
helped my business grow.
The pandemic hindered
some of the deals that we
would've had with our
buyers. Our products are
related to everyday life so the
demand continued. Some of
our items are bacteria free as
well and people wanted that
sort of protection during the
pandemic. I've brought
wooden handcrafted mirror
frames, boxes, room divider and partition, candle holders and decor
items. This fair has been my best experience so far. I've got enquiries from
Germany, US, France and Europe. We are expecting to grow more. EPCH
has done a great job.

Pleasantly surprised with visitor traffic
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Anish Jain, Amita International, Firozabad

One of the best platforms to grow your business

We specialise in glassware like
decanters, candle holders,
wine glasses, beer glasses,
crafted perfume bottles and
custom designed items of
glass. We design and fabricate
art ware having aesthetic
sense, always aiming to
provide newness instead of
just focusing on the
competition.
Our
manufacturing unit in
Firozabad has 80-100 workers
and we've been in business
since two decades. I have been
attending EPCH fairs for the
last 15 years. The fair this time pleasantly surprised us with good traffic,
as we were expecting a much lesser footfall. Due to the pandemic, several
buyers are swaying away from trading with China due to the higher pricing,
India could be the next trading spot if we retain the quality and set better
pricing of products.

Akash Agarwal, Rajkamal Overseas, Moradabad
I am into wooden table top and kitchen
ware. I do enamel and wooden products
and have a lot of new items because the
pandemic gave us time to work on
product development and the physical
fair is here after a long time. We export
to US, Europe and Australia. We have
been exhibiting at IHGF for many years.
During the pandemic, the business did
grow but it's always good to meet buyers
physically. I participated in all the IHGF
virtual fairs. Virtually, due to lack of
interaction it is very difficult to know the
actual requirement of the buyer but it
was good to stay connected. IHGF is one
of the best platforms to grow your
business. There's no other option. It is
better than overseas fairs. It's not that
expensive and you get good quality buyers. The response at the fair has
been really good.

Got orders from virtual show, closed deals at physical

Indian authentic craft has got its due recognition

Nathan, Cotton Concepts, Coimbatore

Leela Bordia, Neerja International, Jaipur

Ours is a family run business and we are the first gen. entrepreneurs with
12 years in IHGF editions. Sustainability is at the core of our work. We
primarily do cotton, linen, silk and sometimes recycled cotton products.

I have been a part of EPCH and its shows since its inception through my
company that was established in 1978. We are a name synonymous with
Jaipur blue pottery and destiny gave me the opportunity to revive and

resurrect this craft for the
world to see. Now we also
do jewellery and home
utility products. This fair
has proven to be really
beneficial for my company.
Since I have been
participating for a long time
I have to say that Indian
authentic craft has got its
due recognition in the rest
of the world. IHGF holds
great importance in
bringing buyers from
around the world to the local and big exhibitors here.

kitchen ware and houseware. There
isn't much margin in our product
prices, to attract clients we have very
minimum overhead charges. We
notice an exponential growth in
rates of products in the market but
here we aim to consider losses of
buyers who are making this
exchange with us. We have been
trading with the USA, UK and
Europe. The pandemic has affected
our business so we are also thinking
of attracting more domestic trade in
this fair. Four new clients seem very interested with our work.

We had a lovely response

Alka P
andey
ackaging, Jaipur
Pandey
andey,, Alka pandey P
Packaging,

By Raghushree P
oddar
Poddar
oddar,, Cheer Sagar Exports, Jaipur

We are a paper company and with paper
and cardboard being our main material we
try to make various innovations. Two years
ago we came out with our waterproof paper
vases and we were successful in doing
business with a few different countries. After
the pandemic people have become aware
of sustainable but aesthetically pleasing
products. This works for us as most of our
products are environment friendly and
sustainable. EPCH has helped us grow our
business quite a lot. The last two years
affected everyone but with EPCH we have
been able to come out really well. All the
online efforts they put even during the
lockdown to keep their trusted exhibitors connected really helped and
we were able to connect with a few buyers. We are now able to cater to
the Indian market as well.

We have been
associated with
EPCH ever since we
started in 2002. Our
product concept is
to curate designs
infusing Indian art.
Coming from Jaipur,
our products bring
out
prints,
embroideries and
beadwork in form
of
cushions,
curtains, bed covers and bags. I believe it's a flat world, it's no more a
round world to remain confined! I love to skill up with my artisans from
Jaipur, drawing inspiration from palaces and culture, converting them
over fabrics that are more natural and recycled such as linen, cotton and
recycled bamboo, banana fabric and cottons. We have 110 people in
merchandising and 600 in workforce. Unexpectedly, we did very well for
home furnishings in covid times converting the whole business into a
zoom world, that helped us support all factories and houses of all our
artisans.

Queries from new buyers and markets
Yashwant Vijayvargia, Kanchan Arts, Jaipur
We deal in cushions, rugs,
carpets and home furnishing
products, embellished with
embroidery, block prints,
traditional techniques of
weaving, dyeing and printing
in combination. The base of
all our products is completely
handwoven and ethnicity
and sustainability are valued
in our enterprise. Our motive
here is to blend artisan work
with a designer outlook to
suit buyer requirements and
market trends. We also
customise. We have a team of 500 artisans working with us from all over
India. Since the last 8 years that we are associated with EPCH, this fair has
helped our business and got us buyers from US and Europe. This time we
also had queries from UK buyers.

Fair also instrumental in bringing us domestic buyers
Salman Hasan, Hassan International, Moradabad
We are a small scale company of 30-35 staff trying to bring forward our
work and new collection in aluminum and brass, along with mango wood

Business overseas and in India attributed to IHGF

This fair has its own charm and significance
Rachika Oswal, Arcus Marketing Pvt. Ltd., Delhi
We deal in jewellery made of resin, glass
beads, rabia metals, etc. and do necklaces,
headbands, bracelets, bangles, earrings and
belts. Every season we put in a lot of creative
ideas to make our products eye-catching
and for them to stand out. We do one IHGF
Delhi Fair show out of the two shows that
take place every year. I think with time the
fair has grown and evolved beautifully. We
participate in shows abroad as well but I
think this fair has its own charm and significance. We got not only overseas
buyers but also some local vendors to sell their products through us.

The response has been very good
Nadeem Khan, Jade, Moradabad
It's been twelve years since I
started coming to IHGF fairs. I
am expecting a lot of
customers and so far it's going
well. I did not participate in the
virtual fairs but I do know that
physical fairs are of course very
important. I think EPCH is
doing well. My products are all
handcrafted, high end
products in lamps and lighting.
The response has been very
good, I've even got some
inquiries. We cater to the US, Europe, Middle East and Asia.
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My trade with India has been
regular for the past 20 years and it
is mainly in furniture and home
décor. I am meeting my regular
suppliers at the fair. I am also keen
on adding new factories and
products to my sourcing this time.
Ferry Mulder, Germany

HEAVY FURNITURE
HOMEWARES & VINTAGE

I am a designer and present my work
in exhibitions throughout Thailand. I
trade with yarns and natural fabric,
and my complete ground fabric for
fusions and designing is Indian, ever
since we started in 1995. I am also a
‘corrector’ in old textiles; collecting
old pieces from nomads, etc and
working around them to maintain the
authenticity and purity of the culture.
Thai people love Indian products so I
take to them India’s stories, people
and culture. Sirirat Jivanuwong,
Thailand

This is my first visit to
the fair and to India.
However I met a few
Indian company
owners in a fair in
Germany and I have
been working and
collaborating with
them for 6 years now.
30% of our trade is
from India where I
mainly deal in heavy
furniture and
decorative items. There's a lot of scope for the buyers here and
I feel that Indians have a lot of caliber to pull over new things.
The IHGF has a lot of variety and is very interesting. I wish to
explore more. Viktor Laska & associate, Albania

Indian handmade and handicraft
items are very interesting, elegant,
timely and can be passed on to
younger generations - that's the
element of beauty in it. I have been
trading with India for 12 years,
mainly in homewares and vintage
interior products. Products I source
from here are always very well
received. It's good to be back. I feel
that everything is starting up again
and coming back to how they were
before the lockdown. Rebecca
Sheehy, Australia

FURNITURE

HOME ACCENTS & DECORATIVES
HOME TEXTILES

I like the fact that there's variety
and there are different things to
see every time I come here. I am
inspired and get new ideas for my
own trade which is great! I have
been buying from India since the
last 12 years and this is my sixth
visit to the fair. I primarily deal in
home furnishings and textiles from
Rajasthan, especially Jaipur. I hope
to find more new products this
time. 25% of my trade is from India.
George Cooper, Cooper
Enterprises Pvt. Ltd., Sri Lanka

FURNITURE & HOME DECOR

I have been sourcing from India
since 1983 and touchwood, it has
never stopped since then. 40% of
my trade is with India but I want to
increase it to 75%. I deal in home
accent and decoratives. I also trade
with China, Phillipines, Vietnam,
Thailand and Korea. The products
they make here are marvellous.
There is lot of creativity here. I find
the Hindu mythology inspired art
very attractive.
John Allan, United Kingdom

HOME INTERIOR PRODUCTS

Buyers comment......

We have come here in a group to find good furniture specifically
in wood. We have been trading with India since 2009. We import
60-70% from here. I have attended the fair before the
pandemic. I am really excited to be back here with my team and
catch up with our previous suppliers that we couldn't meet
during the pandemic. I hope to see new designs. Indian
manufacturers make their products with a lot of care and hence
it has a unique quality that you don't get elsewhere.
Alexander Maarman Bayer and team, Germany

I didn't come with much
expectations but I could find good
variety. I like regional Indian
products - products that are
specific to a particular state or
culture. I'm thankful for the EPCH
facility which has provided such
smooth travel, accommodation,
and overall arrangements. We buy
handmade vintage lighting from
small suppliers and manufacturers.
We are an online business so the pandemic didn't disrupt our
work much. Martin, United Kingdom

I deal with everything related to yoga
and meditation for my yoga company,
like yoga mats, incense, meditation
cushions, zabutons (Japanese cushion
for sitting). Our manufacturers are in
Delhi and Tamil Nadu and I import a lot
from India. I have been to India 15
times before but this is my first time at
this fair. I did attend other Indian fairs
but IHGF is larger and way more
organized. I'm impressed by the huge
range. I just feel that there should be
more awareness about this fair. Christelle Wege, South Africa

Effective and purposeful match making
is our forte
IHGF Delhi Fair 2022 has set the ball

rolling to not only resume but expand
sourcing from India. Buyer’s visits
reinforce their interest in Indian
products and suppliers. This in turn
encourages participants to work on
new lines based on direct buyer’s

R K Verma
Executive Director,
EPCH

feedback, which strengthens their
business ties immensely.
A comprehensive and collective
representation of our ware and

capabilities is critical for growth of all stakeholders – buyers
and sellers alike. Hence, IHGF Delhi Fair, known as the
world’s largest congregation of handicraft exporters under
one roof is unique and unmissable.

I am pleased to share that while the 16th edition of Indian
Fashion Jewellery & Accessories Show (IFJAS) is scheduled
for 20-22 June 2022, two new shows of great interest
and business potential; ‘KHILONA’ –India Toys & Games

Fair and India G I Fair – Largest Showcase of India’s famed
Geographically Indicated Products, both to be held
concurrently from 22-24 July 2022, here at India Expo
Centre.
Effective and purposeful match making is our forte and I
look forward to your continued patronage to our shows
which are rewarding for buyers as well as sellers.
Thank you!

HOME ACCESSORIES & LIGHTING

FURNITURE & HOME DECOR

HOME DECOR & FURNITURE
LAMPS & WOODEN FURNITURE

I have shops in Brazil where I sell
jewellery, garments, natural fibre
products and metal decorations.
This fair is like my home. I love to
deal with Indian products. I'm
intrigued by the way Indian
manufacturers create new
products, adding little touches of
their cultures to them. I loved the
lamps and my favourite segment of
wooden furniture from Jodhpur.
Every year, I find something new in
the fair. This time, stalls from J&K and products from Meghalaya
are marvelous. Marcia M. Julio, Brazil

FURNITURE

I am happy to return to a physical
fair as I can get the job done so
much faster by seeing products and
meeting suppliers. I've got a
collection done in this physical fair.
Virtually, it would have taken at
least three months. I am looking for
home decor, furniture and ceramics.
China dominates in ceramics but
there are a million reasons why it's
become so difficult to buy anything
so I prefer to see ceramics in India. I
like the hand-finished look and recycled products available
here. Customers demand products with backgrounds, stories
and sustainability so suppliers here suit us. Home decor has
survived as a category through the pandemic and is seeing
more takers now. Rory Caldawood, United Kingdom

This is the first show I
am visiting in Asia postpandemic. We've seen
new developments.
During pandemic there
was not so much new
input so we expected
to see things as before
but I saw new
developments here.
I've been doing
business with Indian
exporters since
fourteen years. The way the fair has been organised is quite
good because we also work with Egypt and Morocco and there
we find it very hard to find a show like this. People here know
the prices, the packaging and can give all the information from
A to Z, which is impressive. Not having a physical show for two
years impacted us a lot. You can inspire each other and come to
better solutions offline only. You can order your regular
products online but for new ones, you have to meet in person.
We take very good care not to choose high volume item
because of high container costs, like furniture. So we are
looking for home accessories and lighting and I've already
found things that I like. I started today and I've found five
interesting companies already. I am happy. Karin Willems &
associate, Netherlands
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Glimpses from the

10

fair grounds...

The BAA launched their second edition of members directory/Handbook at the booth of
Sourcing Consultants Association in the presence of Dr. Rakesh Kumar, Director General,
EPCH and Chairman, IEML; Mr. Vishal Dhingra, Chairperson, Sourcing Consultants
Association; Mr. R K Malhotra, Chairman, EPCH; and Mr. O P Prahladka, Regional Convenor,
EPCH Eastern Region, alongside Mr. Michael Vinod, Vice Chairman, BAA; Mr. Sanjeev Jain,
Governing Body Member, BAA; and other General Body members of BAA. The book contains
messages from various dignitaries from different trade associations and councils. It also
contains contact details of Buying Consultants Pan India, members of BAA. Besides this,
the book contains a lot of other informative articles.
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ALL KINDS OF HOME PRODUCTS

I came here to visit my suppliers
and it’s been good to catch up and
see new developments. India is
important to us. We also work with
China and Vietnam but India is a big
part of our business. I am here for
lighting, clocks, mirror and furniture.
The Indian market has some
fantastic handmade products.
Sometimes, the quality and
consistency can be an issue but we have a good understanding
with our exporters here, so I’ve been buying for thirty years
from India. Andrew, United Kingdom

HOME DECOR & HOUSEWARE

HOME DECOR
12

We are dealing with sustainable
and environmentally friendly
products made of jute, hemp and
banana leaves. At the moment we
are experiencing a competition for
the bags because in the European
markets in the next 2-3 years, they
are going to get banned
completely, so we need to have a
different variety/alternative
altogether. In this vast Indian supplier base, reaching out to
people from small areas and certain places gets a bit difficult
at times, so this exhibition’s intent to provide a platform to
have them in the same place is great.
Shrey Bhatia, UAB First Riddle, Lithuania

I am happy to be back
in India. I’ve lots of
contacts here and I am
representing one of
the biggest wholesale
companies and we are
quite well presented
here in India. We are
buying completely
different products
starting from
handicrafts, furnishing,
hand towels, home textiles, stationery and kitchen items. We’re
well presented not only in Russia but in some other countries
like Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and all around Russia. India has big
potential and since India and Russia have always been in good
relationship, we were feeling the support and are expanding
our business. We take the best from India to Russian market
and CIS countries. It’s always better to meet face to face,
especially with manufacturers in Moradabad and Saharanpur
who may not have good internet connection. The Russian
market is also very sensitive about the prices. A fair like this is
very important because we aren’t only supporting big factories
but also the mid and small ones. Katrina Tissen, Russia

We met a lot of new
suppliers and found a
inspiring new items. We’ve
imported from India
before as well. Comparing
to China, the quality of
Indian products is much
better. The price is higher
but it complements the
quality. The finishing is
more sophisticated.We are
here for home decor items,
pots, planters, dry flower
items, natural items, baskets, etc. It’s interesting to see the
competition between the exhibitors.
Silvana De Bruin and Gerwin Freke, Netherlands

GLASSWARE

HOME DECOR & TEXTILES
FURNITURE & HOME

We have 25 retail furniture stores in
the Gulf. We are a brand that
believes in chasing perfection, a
furniture chain that sells budget
furniture, home accessories and
houseware, with reasonable prices.
Earlier we dealt with most of the
Far-East, but India’s share of
contribution in our business has
increased post pandemic. India has
never disappointed us, we have
never faced any issue with
maintaining trade. The fair is always
good, post pandemic even, it’s bouncing back. Apart from my
industry, Dubai market offers all kinds of Indian handicrafts and
Home accessories. Our e-commerce platform grew in the last
one year and even that is proving resourceful.
Navdeep Singh Negi, Lals Group (Homes R Us), Dubai

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS

I’ve been importing from India
for the last 20 years. The quality
depends on the supplier but it’s
mostly good. For me, India is
becoming more and more
important. The delivery can be
late sometimes but the quality is
fine. Finding new suppliers and
items was difficult during the
pandemic. IHGF is ‘the’ place to
find all kinds of suppliers on a
single platform. I have found
some new suppliers this time. Gerard Szenik, France

We are dealing in home
decor, specially glasswares.
India always has something
new to offer. We have regular
suppliers and are making
new business relations as
well. Indian products make
up to 60% of our entire
business imports, and the
rest come from Europe and
Turkey itself. We see lot of
India produced metal items,
kitchenware and home
furnishing in the Turkish
market. Everything about India is great! We extend our
gratitude to EPCH for making groups and keeping us buyers
updated through emails and calls. We have wrapped up our
deals already, it’s been a great trade.
Sedat Dogrusoz and Sercan Baba, Turkey

FASHION

I mainly trade with
manufacturers in Jodhpur to
source chairs, stools, other
furniture and home decor.
We also buy raw materials
from India to manufacture
the products in the US. We
have grown fairly well in the
last 2 years. This fair helped
me to connect with more
suppliers. I am always
excited to be here. It's a
pleasure to see the varieties
increasing with each edition
of the fair. Sagar Parihar, Duraster, United States

HOME & LIFESTYLE

We deal in sculptures and
resin products so I am here
to find some new and unique
designs in that category.
Before the pandemic half of
our production and sourcing
was done from China but we
want to change that and
shift it to India. The reasons
are creativity and quality,
especially in the segment we
work in. Neil, Australia

It's been really good to get on a plane,
leave home, come and see new products! I
think it's been difficult for the suppliers to
create many new products but it's good to
be here. I am looking for textiles, wooden
products, jewellery, furniture and a lot of
other things. During the pandemic, we
resorted to selling online to big platforms
and working out different ways to do
business. Trade fairs are becoming thing of
the past in Australia as they are expensive.
People are finding out the ways to cut supplies which is good for us
because it saves a lot of money. It's not very easy to do business with
India but I've been doing it for many years so I sort of know how to get
work done. The fair arrangements are quite well.
Lindy Meltzer, Australia

HOME FURNISHING

The fair is even bigger
than the last time and
we see a huge range of
products. We are visiting
for the second time after
2019. The pandemic
definitely affected our
growth but hopefully
things will be back on
track soon. 10% of our
trade is through our
suppliers in Moradabad.
We mainly deal in
furniture, decoration items for shops, malls and hotels.
We also deal in glasses, iron ware and candle holders.
Andrea Sahni & associate, Italy

Its nearly thirty years since we’ve been
buying from India.The fair looks a bit
quieter if you compare it to what it was
like, before 2019, but it's definitely good
for resuming the business. I have a lot of
suppliers here. We are working in fashion
and are looking for new product lines and
suppliers. We are working on preparing our
future collection. The variety here is
amazing and I am looking forward to
seeing more.
Oliver Richard, France

I've been buying from India since the
last five years. We do curtains,
beddings, cushion, rugs, kitchen,
bathrooms and more. We also trade
with China, Turkey, Indonesia and
from within South Africa. This year has
been the quietest in my experience
but the products have been great.
India has the most unique hand
working and the craft is there and
that's what we love about it. It has
the natural homely feel and that's what makes our customers buy.
Indian products are good value. Caitlin Getkate, South Africa

HOME & LIFESTYLE

HOME TEXTILES
HOME TINTERIOR PRODUCTS
SCULPTURES & RESIN PRODUCTS
FURNITURE

This is my first time here in
this fair. My company
produces textiles based
products such as bed sheets,
towels curtains, pillow cases,
etc. I have manufactured in
collaboration with Indian
companies for 25 years now
but never imported ready
products. We have always
improvised. We have done
business with China, Turkey
and Egypt. So far from my
experience of manufacturing with India's raw material is
good. It's one of the best. Hany Bariche, Lebanon

I deal in decorative
handicraft stuff
including furniture
and various home
décor. This fair has a
lot of new beautiful
things to offer. This
is my first time
travelling to India
to find new
suppliers and
different product.
We have heard a lot
of good things
about Indian handicraft products. So, expectations are in place to find
new creative products.Afranio Scopel & associates, Brazil
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Home Lifestyle lines from

North Easten Region
Handmade Designer Candles

weaving is done by hand (using fly shuttle
looms). We are based in Manipur and
specialise in shawls made with a
traditional Leirum technique, jewellery
with glass beads and cushion covers made
of cotton and wool. USA and Europe are
our export markets.

Smita Rai, Namchi Candles, Sikkim
My business is centered in
Namchi, Sikkim and we specialise
in making designer candles. We
have a team of 30 women, and
our products are all handmade. I
had always wanted to train myself
in a craft, my aspirations turned
into reality with the help of NIFTY,
an institution in Guwahati. They
provided me the required
training. I have been doing this
for the last 8 years with a good
domestic market back in Namchi.
Our clientele also includes various shops and emporiums across the
country. I have been a frequent participant at IHGF, with this being my
5th year. This platform has always been a tremendous aid in helping me
cement business relations and sales.

Therapeutic Bell Metal Houseware
Parikshit Nayak, Pital Silpi Samabay
Samiti Ltd. Assam
Our cooperative in Bengapara in Barpeta District,
Assam, caters to producing utensils, home decor,
kitchen accessories, etc. We use brass (bell metal)
for the base product and then embellish it with
traditional Assamese motifs and engraving. The
raw material is alkaline so is beneficial for cooking
and serving. It is said to enhance immunity, keeps
food warm and is also a pathogen destructor.
Besides, it is recyclable. The making process is
completely by hand. The cooperative currently has
800 artisans, all trained by our members. This is
our first exhibition here and response has been positive.

Bamboo Trays, Basketry & Home Decor
Zorampari, Bamboo Handicrafts
and Naga TTraditional
raditional Dress
Cluster
This is my first time at the IHGF. We are
happy to connect with other exhibitors
and buyers. It is also helping us get
international visibility. We make
handmade bamboo trays, baskets and
home decor besides cotton cushion
covers. We are a cluster of more than
50 people. Our cluster sends
handworked products to "Heirloom
Naga" and "Cane concepts" that are established export firms who sell
these products for us. So, in some way we are connected to the world
market.

Handloom Crafts using traditional techniques
Surbala Mayanglamban, Surbala Weaving Unit, Manipur
This is my third participation here. I initiated this business 5 years ago
and today we have a team of 50 artisans. We work with local weavers
who we give designs and raw material to work with. All printing and
14

Bamboo and Sitalpatti Decoratives & Utility
Pradip Chakraborty
eaves and Crafts, TTripura
ripura
Chakraborty,, Natural W
Weaves
We do bamboo and sitalpatti handicrafts like file
covers, hats, bags, pencil pouches, baskets and
similar items. I started this entity in 2009 as a
sole artisan and have gradually expanded my
team to 12 artisans, together manufacturing
about 25 products a day. Apart from providing
employment, we have also taken the initiative
to train villagers in the craft of weaving. This is
my first time at IHGF and the response has been
extremely welcoming.

Embroidery Crafts and Basketry
Shivani Singh, Shivani Creations, Assam
Established in 2018, my business is
identified by hand embroidered crafts
like bags, cushion covers and stoles. I
have a segment in natural finished
baskets that can be used as decoratives
in a milimalistic or rustic theme. These
products have won a lot of appreciation.
I have a team of 5 artisans. Our unit also
trains and employs workforce.

Eri Silk Shawls
Aikmenlang Nongbri, Meghalaya
I initiated this business of handicraft and
handloom products back in 2013. My business
is based in Meghalaya and from there we also
supply to other parts of the region. We work in
groups of both men and women-collectively
make shawls in Eri silk. We have got some bags
too, made from handloom material with
traditional khasi hills motifs. This is my 4th time at the fair and I have
always gone back happy.

Handloom products with Naga weaving techniques
Imlirenla, Warpangla Weaving Unit, Nagaland
I do textiles, handlooms specialised in naga
weaving techniques and home furnishings.
We focus on naga patterns with a modern
approach to suit the mainstream market that
is very receptive to culture backed designs.
We have employed about 30 women
artisans. This is my 2nd EPCH fair. The first
time I was just looking around, gathering
ideas and getting inspired. This year we've
understood the buyer demands and
brought samples accordingly.

Eri and Mulberry Silk Products

Regional Handicrafts

Champ Brahma, TTraditional
raditional Dress Making and Embroidery Cooperative Society
Society,, Assam

Jyoti Payeng, Lisang Donyi Welfare
Society
Society,, Arunachal Pradesh

This enterprise was established in 2003
and I used to produce traditional
bedsheets, mekhela chador, a traditional
Assamese attire, and gamosa (cotton
traditional towels) until 2011. In 2012, we
started renovating and enhancing our
traditional products and added on some
more items to the platter. Later on in 2018,
we began using eri and mulberry silk to
craft our products. Around 500 artisans
are currently employed under me and we rear the caterpillars in order to
obtain the silk and make the fabric out of it ourselves, along with dying
our products naturally. I, along with my artisans have also set up an NGO
back in 2008, named Grib. This is my first time at the IHGF and this
experience is very inspiring. I am getting to know first-hand about what
customers want, how new ideas can be developed and hoping to expand
my business.

Handloom Home Textiles & Furnishing
Indira Kshetrimayum, Chanu Creations, Manipur
We have our exotic display of
handloom home textiles tailored for
our established buyer base in several
European countries. Our products
include handloom cushion covers
and home furnishing in typical
Manipuri weaves. We have our
manufacturing units and dyeing units
in Manipur and Delhi NCR, primarily

This cooperative was established 3 years
ago. We produce Eri and Muga silk in our
cluster and manufacture stoles, traditional
gamcha and other garments out of it. We
engage artisans according to the amount
of production requirements at hand. EPCH
has conducted training sessions for our
artisans from time to time, which has
turned out to be very helpful. Weaving is mostly carried out by women
artisans, who also assist in manufacturing jewellery, mugs, baskets and
food tables. This is my first experience at the fair and I learnt a lot about
the buyers’ taste and what kinds of products, designs and material they
look for.

Weaving and Crocheting Crafts
Ranjunee Chakma, R C Label, Mizoram
I'm into the art of weaving and
crocheting, mostly incorporating eri
silk, since it is cruelty-free and endorses
non-violence. I want to involve and
support rural women by providing
them employment. I am planning to
add home decor to my range and set
up stores as well.

Handwoven Basketry and
Handmade Jewellery
Convill Marngar
Marngar,, Meghalaya
Mine is a new enterprise. We specialise in
weaving handmade baskets, vases, wall
hangings, etc. It has been only a year since
we started so our team consists of a small
unit with 4 crafts persons. Apart from our
core products, we have also branched out
to jewellery. Women artisans working with
our business incorporate pearls as
embellishments for earrings, necklaces, etc.
We cater to the local market as of now but
plan to start exploring exports.

employing women.

Cane & Bamboo Home & Lifestyle Products
Shangshidar TTontang,
ontang, Sharon
Cane & Bamboo Co-operative
Society
Society,, Manipur
Our products -trays, mugs, vases, hangers,
storage or laundry baskets, mini-baskets,
rice or grain sievers, are all made of cane
and bamboo. My aunt established this
cooperative 10 years ago and I’ve joined
in now. We have 500 artisans and we get
them trained by the help of MSME
(Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises).
My aunt has attended the EPCH fair quite
a few times but this is my first visit here and it is going very well. We’ve
received buyers from several companies.

Intricate Embroidery Craft
Yambem Pusharani Devi,
Foundation for Rural
Community
Community,, Manipur
We do intricately done hand
embroidered products. Our
foundation based in Manipur has
crafts women bringing out cotton
bed sheets, pillow covers, throws for
sofas and cushion covers. Apart from
cotton, we also make use of eri silk
which is quite famous in Manipur.
Our cooperative was set up in 2020
with over 500 women artisans associated with us. We provide the training.
Apart from shuttle looms, artisans are also provided power looms which
help improve output efficiency.

Dry Flower
Arrangements
Kavita and Vijay Biswa,
Meghalaya
We do handcrafted dry flower
arrangements and bamboo
baskets. The flowers are made
of soft wood of Sola tree, that
grows abundantly in our
region. We use ropes to give
them the needed shape.
Around 100 artisans work with
us. We supply to local and
domestic markets.
EPCH (Organiser) Office
Ph: +91-11-26135256, Email: mails@epch.com, EPCH Website: www.epch.in
EPCH Fair Site Office
Ph: +91-120-2328003, Email: visitors@ihgfdelhifair.in
Fair Website: www.ihgfdelhifair.in
Helplines
Hotel: +91-9871121212, Shuttle: +91-9818725533, General: +91-9818725553
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Seminars & Presentations
Social Listening to grow Brands

Speaker: Jutin Arora, Head - Marketing Communications,
ExpoBazaar

1st April 2022: This seminar primarily focused
on social media effects, the concept of social
listening, importance of listening to lead and
social proof. Mr
Mr.. Jutin Arora
Arora, Head - Marketing
Communications, ExpoBazaar, provided the
attendees with key insights on the importance

of social listening for brand development and
growth. Insightful facts about social media were
presented in an attempt to understand the
power behind strategically using it for brands,
where 2.5 billion pieces of content is shared
everyday with 95 million posts on Instagram,
100 hours of YouTube videos uploaded per
minute, and 6000 tweets made per second. Mr
Arora further explained the AIDAA Funnel
model, which stands for Awareness, Interest,
Desire, Action, and Advocacy and how it can
be leveraged by brands to their advantage. It
can serve as an excellent blueprint for designing
a customer's journey with the brand, from
getting to know about it to finally going that
extra mile to buy it. Social media listening is
the practice of monitoring and analysing social
media conversations about a brand, industry,
or topic to gather insights. Individuals use social
listening to increase self-persona and to gain a
sense of belonging whereas businesses use this
to monitor their online reputations and brand

How to DIY your Brand

1st April 2022: Speaker in this session,
Prakash, Creative Director,
Ms. Prasang Prakash
ExpoBazaar, guided the audience on Graphic
Elements & Colour; Brand Collaterals; and
Style Guide, i.e., how to DIY their own brands,
what is a brand voice/tone, as well as a few
ways to create a brand. She offered guidance
on selecting the proper graphic elements and
Speaker : Prasang Prakash
colour scheme for designing brand logos
Creative Director,
ExpoBazaar
through examples of brand collaterals and
style guides. The audience was then made
aware of some of the creative content in which she specialises,
visualisation, and feel of a brand. Further, the speaker explained that
'brand voice and tone' are the messages that one delivers to the
consumer; they are a mode of interaction with the consumers. About
the brand voice, she said, "a good brand should be felt as well, it
describes a company's personality - it's consistent and unchanging.
Brand 'tone' is the emotional inflection implied to our voice - it adjusts
to what is suitable for a particular piece or message. Most enduring
companies have a strong personality and a clear sense of purpose.
Their message is delivered consistently everywhere they have a presence
with an established brand voice.
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sentiment, keep updated on the latest industry
trends, and gather competitive intelligence. It
is a highly beneficial and cost effective way for
brands to gain insights from a wide audience
to fuel their future marketing strategies,
engaging customers, rectifying mistakes, and
improving customer experience and services.
The seminar was modelled around a
multidisciplinary
approach
towards
understanding contemporary market conditions
in relation to the digital space. Emphasis was
on the importance of customer feedback and
how ultimately, it is the customers who are
drivers of the brand - "A brand is no longer what
it tells the customer it is. It is what customers
tell each other it is". In the light of the
contemporary technology driven market, Mr.
Arora shared pointers on effective
communication strategies that can be used for
the purposes of product development,
advertisement, outreach and client
engagement.

Evolving Trends in FOREX Management Using Technology to overcome challenges

Speaker : Ritesh Victor, Co-Founder and Country Head, Myforexeye Fintech Pvt. Ltd.

Victor Co-Founder
1st April 2022: Expert faculty in this seminar, Mr
Mr.. Ritesh Victor,
and Country Head, Myforexeye Fintech Pvt. Ltd., spoke on how risk
management in forex trading is an essential thing one should ever learn as
a trader. If followed the right strategies and policies, like any other form of
investment, one can even get to turn their forex dealing into a full-time
career. The main objective of Forex risk management is to mitigate possible
forex losses from the unpredictable foreign exchange rates.
Mr. Victor showed the Rupee dynamics (fundamental analysis) with
comparison to Dollar which are foreign inflows and outflows, dollar index,
RBI intervention, currency depreciation stimulus packages and trade surplus.
He also showed the benefits of hedging and benchmarking of forex currency
and explained the trader friendly policies that the government provides.
The speaker also demonstrated Myforexeye App. He showed how exporters
can manage forex by using their app. This app enables its user to track live
forex rates, provide hedging advices for foreign currency exposures on a
regular basis, get the best Buyer's/Supplier's credit quotes from overseas
banks, LC discounting, Export factoring etc. Mr. Victor is a forex market
veteran with more than 20 years of collective experience in forex markets,
derivatives and technical analysis.

Handicraft Exports - Post Covid : Way Forward
2nd April 2022: Expert faculty in this seminar,
amanna Chatuurvedi
Dr.. TTamanna
Chatuurvedi, Deputy Secretary
Dr
General, Apparel Export Promotion Council,
started her seminar with one question, "if an
exporter has a lot of money to invest, and
sourcing available to them then what should
they sell in international markets?" The rest of
the seminar answered this very question.
While the government's duty is to get rid of
import duty, the exporter's responsibility is to
understand the consumer behaviour in the
international market and sell accordingly. She
highlighted that HS Code can help in identifying
the import duty on a particular product at a
significant level and the proper market for it.
Now that the trade barriers are being removed,
one needs to understand how they can become
price competitive against the Chinese. While
drawing a comparison with China, Dr.
Chatuurvedi said that while India stops at six
digits in the National Tariff Line, China supplies
it at a 14 digit number which means, "they are
understanding the market closely and
customizing it according to the customer's
needs. That is why, even though Chinese goods
are higher in price, their market share is also
very high for them. “Once the tariff barrier is
removed, your product becomes more import
competitive but you've to understand how to
convert HS scores to the National Tariff Line",

Speaker: Dr. Tamanna Chatuurvedi, Deputy Secretary General, Apparel Export Promotion Council

Dr Chatuurvedi stressed on "aligning
aligning to world
demand
demand" and asked the exporters to go
beyond traditional markets. There are
unexplored international markets that should
be tapped into. She cautioned the audience to
keep track of the Australian market as there
might be a trade agreement between India and
Australia soon. In Australia, there's an emerging
trend of wooden toys since parents do not
want their kids to engage with technology more
than they have to, especially post-pandemic. In
Europe, glassware is in trend whereas AsiaPacific and US are the markets for fashion
fashion. She
shared the global fashion market predictions till
2027. In the EU, the
concept of high tech
jewellery is coming up
so the exporter should
look into how they can
combine handicrafts
the difference between a curated product and a mere presentation
and
technology.
of different things as even the most aesthetic things lose their charm
Japanese
may like
due to being poorly organised.
precious stones but
According to her, there are certain things which need to be
there are certain colours
considered in order to get the product right. They are: Identify and numbers that are
WHO are you selling to and WHAT are you selling; Layering - visual
considered a bad omen.
interest can only be increased if there are highs and lows or layers
The exporter cannot
to the presentation; Contrast - that brings the beauty of each and
take the same handbag
everything arranged together; Textures - they enhance the mundane
to Brazil and Tokyo,
products; and Function - identify the function of your product line.
because of the height
Speaker : Rachna Singh, Curation & Sourcing Specialist,
She guided the members on how to look for the right product. "In
difference
among
Co-Founder – Azemetry
this world of instant gratification, things that are trending are only
women. In Belarus,
kantha embroidery,
one click away from us. Through social media, we can easily know
2nd April 2022:This seminar, aimed to guide
crochet and lace are
what's
in
and
what's
not,
"she
said
and
emphasized
that
the
best
way
the attendees on product curation with focus
to identify the right product is to ensure that it is 'trendy'.
appreciated. On the
on integral aspects. The speaker Ms. Rachna
other hand, Japan will
Singh
Singh, Curation & Sourcing Specialist CoApart from that, the market for which one is presenting his product
not invest in breakable
Founder - Azemetry, She began by pointing
decides everything. It speaks for itself and has different views on
items due to the high
out that the market is an ever-changing,
different trends. One also needs to pay attention to demographics risk of earthquakes.
dynamic hub of a variety of things. When we
ask yourself whether you are selling to a millennial or an older group
Japan has a huge market
go out in the market to find stuff for our
of people. Lastly, a product should have a purpose to be worth
for Indian linen and
business, we get confused as to what to take
producing and selling.
curtains
curtains. The rituals,
and what to sell. She explained that the word
To summarise her entire session, she came up with 5 C's of Curation:
traditions,
gifting
'curation' is essentially used in the context of
Colour - to customer's liking; Context - choose specific role; Craft behaviour,
all
of
these
art. It is the selection and the care of objects
justly highlighting is essential; Cost - perspective needs to be kept in
should be kept in mind.
to form part of collection. So major
mind because this is what makes the world go; and Competitiveness
Connect your product to
importance should be given to curate the
- we need to ensure that we are under a competitive.
the country and they are
products. Through the slides, she highlighted
going to sell.
she emphasised. The speaker explained in detail
the consumer behaviour of various traditional
export and emerging new destinations. The
exporter has to study why certain HS Codes are
selling in a certain country. In the five categories
of home, textiles, furniture, fashion and lifestyles,
she discussed the HS codes which would be high
in demand in the next five years. Post Covid-19,
China has lost its global market share in exports
and due to the Ukraine War, European and
American brands are coming out of Russia. India
could use this opportunity to their advantage by
supplying to those countries. Timing is essential
in these matters.

Curation isn’t just for Art - How to grow by choosing
the right product to sell
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On the

Ramp...

The Ramp Sequences presented at IHGF
Delhi Fair Spring 2022, are bringing
alive collections in artisanal apparel,
fashion jewellery & fashion accessories
and many other assortments from
exhibitors at the show.
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